
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 3 - Keyzor Consultants

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/1rxIEe-Azuo

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 4.0

Didn’t really do a full tree inspection      |     awesome     |     Good assessment and delegation of responsibilities.  Limb 
and bees identified. Didn't really hear a plan communicated. EMS call cutting in and out, but sounded thorough.     |     
Good identification of the hazards.

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

4.5

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.0 Not a lot of communication coming from the rescuer      |     constant and thorough     |     Smooth ascent.  Rope jostling 

casualty.  Continued casualty assessment and comms with team.       |     Good communication with the injured and the 
team on the ground.Continued inspection and 

assessment 3.8

Identification of hazards 3.8 Nothing done about the hazard except to steer clear of it, but they were all directly below it almost the whole time      |     
acknowledge and avoid. Nice     |     Crew walking under dead limb.  Rescuer under dead limb for a short period while 
aloft, but moved himself and casualty clear.     |     Identified the hazard and worked to avoid it. Method and execution of 

mitigation 3.3

Assessment of casualty 
situation 3.5

Poor patient care aloft. The lanyard around the back did nothing. Rescuer should have stayed above the victim and 
established a hard connect right away.      |     again constant and very thorough     |     Assessed casualty while aloft and 
communicated to team.  No first aid.  Some attempt at packaging, but otherwise not the greatest casualty handling.     |     
Identified the injury, bee stings, from the ground and packaging was appropriate for the injury.      |     

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 3.3

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.3

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

4.0

It wasn’t very smooth or fast. Kind of just ok. The patient looked very uncomfortable till he was laying on the ground      |     
good hands on descent     |     Good use of two climbing systems.     |     Overall, good focus on safety instead of speed. 
Bumped the injured a few times during the ascent and packaging.

Quality of transport for the 
casualty 3.8

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

4.8
Loved the recovery position, that was smart. But everything they said was super hard to hear      |     several nice 
backhand tosses of sticks out of the scene.     |     Neck supported.  Clean site.  Good explanation of injuries to EMS.     |     
Good job of creating a dry landing area and control of the injured to the ground.Care of site, scene, and 

equipment 4.8

Transition of care to EMS 4.3

Communicating the plan 4.0

Most of their communication was good. The rescuer could have talked to and reassured the victim more      |     clear and 
easy to understand     |     Overall decent comms.  Dead limb hazard discussed at beginning, but not really considered 
afterward.     |     Good overall communication.

Communicating the 
hazards 4.0

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 3.8

Reaction 3.8

It all seemed a bit too acted and pretty slow to start. No real urgency was displayed      |     This was just textbook.      |     
Decent role play.       |     Good overall. Planning 3.8

Overall Realism 3.8
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